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Ready to  boost  your career?Ready to  boost  your career?

So, you are looking for a kick-start to your career? Have you ever thought about being
part of a team bringing people close to the stars? If you would like to launch your career
rocket, we offer some advice, that might be useful.

FIVEFIVE

Don’t be afraid. Take courage and curiosity
as the most normal things in life!

 

FOURFOUR

Take the next step… Congratulations, you
already did, because you signed up to our
newsletter!
Are you interested in application tips? Get
them here!

THREETHREE

Check out the things you would love to do
most every day. You are an engineer?

Perfect! Whether it is for spacecraft
operations, PA/QA or AOCS – we support
you in finding your perfect suiting working
space.
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TWOTWO

You are looking for any kind of
administrative work concerning aerospace
industries? Well, it is not only engineers
running all business.

 

ONEONE

You are young at age and heart, just finished
your master and looking for a professional career
Sheldon Cooper would be jealous about?

LIFT OFFLIFT OFF

Just pull yourself together, send us your CV
or give us a call and we will be pleased to
talk to you and get to know you.

DESTINATIONDESTINATION

A place to work where you will feel
comfortable, challenged and highly
regarded.

You would like to learn more about typical
jobs? Find answers here.
 

Work ing for  HE Space. . .Work ing for  HE Space. . .
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HE Space colleague, Aline Decadi, is
working at ESA in Paris as a Dependability
and Safety Engineer in the Launcher
Department. She has presented her first
paper regarding the Safety engineering for
Deep-Space Exploration at the IAASS
(Space Safety) conference 6 months ago.
Constructive feedback from the World
Safety Community gave her very useful
recommendations to go a step further and
propose global Safety synergies for Space
Exploration regulations by creating a bridge
with the Aviation standards. HE Space
offered her the opportunity to go to the
IAC (International Astronautical Congress)
in Guadalajara, Mexico. Aline presented her
second paper in front of experts from all
over the world dealing with Safety
requirements for future human rating
Space Exploration to Mars and beyond. We
are proud of her work and would like to
share her article .
 

Check out  our Star Jobs!Check out  our Star Jobs!

Please find here our Star Jobs of the week!

★ Long Term Archive Engineer in Darmstadt
★ Applications Broker in Harwell
★ HR Assistant in Noordwijk

Catch your dream job in space and send our recruiters your CV!

Meet our international recruiters!
 

LIKE!  COMMENT! SHARE!LIKE!  COMMENT! SHARE!
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